
Email sent to the client_body template 

Dear Customer, we value the trust of our customers and strive to make their use of Microsoft products as efficient as 
possible. In this regard, we have prepared an analytical report on the state of your Tenant. Please take a look

1. Common information about the Tenant (registration date, number of subscriptions, number of licenses, number 
of users, total Tenant costs per month)

2. Tenant security information (based on the activation of Security Defaults and MFA)

Recommendations:

3. Subscription usage information (unused licenses, duplicate licenses, etc.)

Recommendations:

Book a call Give feedback

4. Expected savings if recommendations will be applied ($ per month)
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Email sent to the client_body template 

Dear Customer, we value the trust of our customers and strive to make their use of Microsoft products as efficient as 
possible. In this regard, we have prepared an analytical report on the state of your Tenant. Please take a look

Book a call Give a feedback

Common information
Address Customer primary contact

Tenant users, qty Subscriptions, qty

Street, City, State (Province), ZIP (Postal co Name Surname, email
Owner Name

Default domain name Tenant registration date
MM/DD/YYYY

Microsoft ID Tenant type

 
Total cost of all subscriptions, $



Tenant security information



Revealed pattern name
This block describes the identified risk factors that 
can harm the safety of the tenant.

Here are recommendations that can neutralize or 
reduce the threat to the safety of the tenant.

Security defaults status
Pay attention, your current Security defaults status is 
'inactive'.

To prevent fraudulent activities and protect the tenant, 
we recommend enabling this service. Expected effect 
of implementation is preventing growth of unexpected 
costs and preventing tenant data leakage

Subscription usage information

Revealed pattern name
This block analyzes the efficiency and completeness 
of subscription usage by the client's users. The 
analysis is carried out on the basis of rules that 
describe the logic of its implementation and the 
development of recommendations.

Here are recommendations aimed at optimizing the 
use of subscriptions.

90+ days blocked users with assigned licenses
X out of Y users with 'blocked' status for 90+ days 
have N of assigned licenses.

Please check the relevance of user statuses.
Possible solutions:
     •   if the status of a user from the list does not 
         change, we recommend canceling the licenses 
         assigned to him/her or reassigning them to other 
         users;
     •   if the user status is not relevant, we recommend 
         updating it.
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Email sent to the client_body template 

Dear Customer, we value the trust of our customers and strive to make their use of Microsoft products as efficient as 
possible. In this regard, we have prepared an analytical report on the state of your Tenant. Please take a look

Book a call Give a feedback

Common information
Address Customer primary contact

Tenant users, qty Subscriptions, qty

Street, City, State (Province), ZIP (Postal co Name Surname, email
Owner Name

Default domain name Tenant registration date
MM/DD/YYYY

Microsoft ID Tenant type

 
Total cost of all subscriptions, $



Tenant security information



Revealed pattern name
This block describes the identified risk factors that 
can harm the safety of the tenant.

Here are recommendations that can neutralize or 
reduce the threat to the safety of the tenant.

Security defaults status
Pay attention, your current Security defaults status is 
'inactive'.

To prevent fraudulent activities and protect the tenant, 
we recommend enabling this service. Expected effect 
of implementation is preventing growth of unexpected 
costs and preventing tenant data leakage

Subscription usage information

Revealed pattern name
This block analyzes the efficiency and completeness 
of subscription usage by the client's users. The 
analysis is carried out on the basis of rules that 
describe the logic of its implementation and the 
development of recommendations.

Here are recommendations aimed at optimizing the 
use of subscriptions.

90+ days blocked users with assigned licenses
X out of Y users with 'blocked' status for 90+ days 
have N of assigned licenses.

Please check the relevance of user statuses.
Possible solutions:
     •   if the status of a user from the list does not 
         change, we recommend canceling the licenses 
         assigned to him/her or reassigning them to other 
         users;
     •   if the user status is not relevant, we recommend 
         updating it.
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TOTAL: ABCD
licensed: A
unlicensed: B
blocked: C
guest: D
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Email sent to the client_body template 

Dear Customer, we value the trust of our customers and strive to make their use of Microsoft products as efficient as 
possible. In this regard, we have prepared an analytical report on the state of your Tenant. Please take a look

Book a call Give a feedback

Common information
Address Customer primary contact

Tenant users, qty Subscriptions, qty

Street, City, State (Province), ZIP (Postal co Name Surname, email
Owner Name

Default domain name Tenant registration date
MM/DD/YYYY

Microsoft ID Tenant type

 
Total cost of all subscriptions, $



Tenant security information



Revealed pattern name
This block describes the identified risk factors that 
can harm the safety of the tenant.

Here are recommendations that can neutralize or 
reduce the threat to the safety of the tenant.

Security defaults status
Pay attention, your current Security defaults status is 
'inactive'.

To prevent fraudulent activities and protect the tenant, 
we recommend enabling this service. Expected effect 
of implementation is preventing growth of unexpected 
costs and preventing tenant data leakage

Subscription usage information

Revealed pattern name
This block analyzes the efficiency and completeness 
of subscription usage by the client's users. The 
analysis is carried out on the basis of rules that 
describe the logic of its implementation and the 
development of recommendations.

Here are recommendations aimed at optimizing the 
use of subscriptions.

90+ days blocked users with assigned licenses
X out of Y users with 'blocked' status for 90+ days 
have N of assigned licenses.

Please check the relevance of user statuses.
Possible solutions:
     •   if the status of a user from the list does not 
         change, we recommend canceling the licenses 
         assigned to him/her or reassigning them to other 
         users;
     •   if the user status is not relevant, we recommend 
         updating it.
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purchased: A
assigned: B
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Email sent to the client_body template 

Dear Customer, we value the trust of our customers and strive to make their use of Microsoft products as efficient as 
possible. In this regard, we have prepared an analytical report on the state of your Tenant. Please take a look

Book a call Give a feedback

Common information
Address Customer primary contact

Tenant users, qty Subscriptions, qty

Street, City, State (Province), ZIP (Postal co Name Surname, email
Owner Name

Default domain name Tenant registration date
MM/DD/YYYY

Microsoft ID Tenant type

 
Total cost of all subscriptions, $



Tenant security information



Revealed pattern name
This block describes the identified risk factors that 
can harm the safety of the tenant.

Here are recommendations that can neutralize or 
reduce the threat to the safety of the tenant.

Security defaults status
Pay attention, your current Security defaults status is 
'inactive'.

To prevent fraudulent activities and protect the tenant, 
we recommend enabling this service. Expected effect 
of implementation is preventing growth of unexpected 
costs and preventing tenant data leakage

Subscription usage information

Revealed pattern name
This block analyzes the efficiency and completeness 
of subscription usage by the client's users. The 
analysis is carried out on the basis of rules that 
describe the logic of its implementation and the 
development of recommendations.

Here are recommendations aimed at optimizing the 
use of subscriptions.

90+ days blocked users with assigned licenses
X out of Y users with 'blocked' status for 90+ days 
have N of assigned licenses.

Please check the relevance of user statuses.
Possible solutions:
     •   if the status of a user from the list does not 
         change, we recommend canceling the licenses 
         assigned to him/her or reassigning them to other 
         users;
     •   if the user status is not relevant, we recommend 
         updating it.
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total cost of 
purchased licenses: A
total cost of assigned 
licenses: B
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Email sent to the client_body template 

Dear Customer, we value the trust of our customers and strive to make their use of Microsoft products as efficient as 
possible. In this regard, we have prepared an analytical report on the state of your Tenant. Please take a look

Book a call Give a feedback

Common information
Address Customer primary contact

Tenant users, qty Subscriptions, qty

Street, City, State (Province), ZIP (Postal co Name Surname, email
Owner Name

Default domain name Tenant registration date
MM/DD/YYYY

Microsoft ID Tenant type

 
Total cost of all subscriptions, $



Tenant security information



Revealed pattern name
This block describes the identified risk factors that 
can harm the safety of the tenant.

Here are recommendations that can neutralize or 
reduce the threat to the safety of the tenant.

Security defaults status
Pay attention, your current Security defaults status is 
'inactive'.

To prevent fraudulent activities and protect the tenant, 
we recommend enabling this service. Expected effect 
of implementation is preventing growth of unexpected 
costs and preventing tenant data leakage

Subscription usage information

Revealed pattern name
This block analyzes the efficiency and completeness 
of subscription usage by the client's users. The 
analysis is carried out on the basis of rules that 
describe the logic of its implementation and the 
development of recommendations.

Here are recommendations aimed at optimizing the 
use of subscriptions.

90+ days blocked users with assigned licenses
X out of Y users with 'blocked' status for 90+ days 
have N of assigned licenses.

Please check the relevance of user statuses.
Possible solutions:
     •   if the status of a user from the list does not 
         change, we recommend canceling the licenses 
         assigned to him/her or reassigning them to other 
         users;
     •   if the user status is not relevant, we recommend 
         updating it.
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A link to the client's admin page 
for editing data
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Email sent to the client_body template 

Dear Customer, we value the trust of our customers and strive to make their use of Microsoft products as efficient as 
possible. In this regard, we have prepared an analytical report on the state of your Tenant. Please take a look

Book a call Give a feedback

Common information
Address Customer primary contact

Tenant users, qty Subscriptions, qty

Street, City, State (Province), ZIP (Postal co Name Surname, email
Owner Name

Default domain name Tenant registration date
MM/DD/YYYY

Microsoft ID Tenant type

 
Total cost of all subscriptions, $



Tenant security information



Revealed pattern name
This block describes the identified risk factors that 
can harm the safety of the tenant.

Here are recommendations that can neutralize or 
reduce the threat to the safety of the tenant.

Security defaults status
Pay attention, your current Security defaults status is 
'inactive'.

To prevent fraudulent activities and protect the tenant, 
we recommend enabling this service. Expected effect 
of implementation is preventing growth of unexpected 
costs and preventing tenant data leakage

Subscription usage information

Revealed pattern name
This block analyzes the efficiency and completeness 
of subscription usage by the client's users. The 
analysis is carried out on the basis of rules that 
describe the logic of its implementation and the 
development of recommendations.

Here are recommendations aimed at optimizing the 
use of subscriptions.

90+ days blocked users with assigned licenses
X out of Y users with 'blocked' status for 90+ days 
have N of assigned licenses.

Please check the relevance of user statuses.
Possible solutions:
     •   if the status of a user from the list does not 
         change, we recommend canceling the licenses 
         assigned to him/her or reassigning them to other 
         users;
     •   if the user status is not relevant, we recommend 
         updating it.
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A link to the wishlist for current 
information block
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Email sent to the client_body template 

Dear Customer, we value the trust of our customers and strive to make their use of Microsoft products as efficient as 
possible. In this regard, we have prepared an analytical report on the state of your Tenant. Please take a look

Book a call Give a feedback

Common information
Address Customer primary contact

Tenant users, qty Subscriptions, qty

Street, City, State (Province), ZIP (Postal co Name Surname, email
Owner Name

Default domain name Tenant registration date
MM/DD/YYYY

Microsoft ID Tenant type

 
Total cost of all subscriptions, $



Tenant security information



Revealed pattern name
This block describes the identified risk factors that 
can harm the safety of the tenant.

Here are recommendations that can neutralize or 
reduce the threat to the safety of the tenant.

Security defaults status
Pay attention, your current Security defaults status is 
'inactive'.

To prevent fraudulent activities and protect the tenant, 
we recommend enabling this service. Expected effect 
of implementation is preventing growth of unexpected 
costs and preventing tenant data leakage

Subscription usage information

Revealed pattern name
This block analyzes the efficiency and completeness 
of subscription usage by the client's users. The 
analysis is carried out on the basis of rules that 
describe the logic of its implementation and the 
development of recommendations.

Here are recommendations aimed at optimizing the 
use of subscriptions.

90+ days blocked users with assigned licenses
X out of Y users with 'blocked' status for 90+ days 
have N of assigned licenses.

Please check the relevance of user statuses.
Possible solutions:
     •   if the status of a user from the list does not 
         change, we recommend canceling the licenses 
         assigned to him/her or reassigning them to other 
         users;
     •   if the user status is not relevant, we recommend 
         updating it.
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A link to the table with collected 
data
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Dear Customer, we value the trust of our customers and strive to make their use of Microsoft products as efficient as 
possible. In this regard, we have prepared an analytical report on the state of your Tenant. Please take a look

Book a call Give a feedback

Common information
Address Customer primary contact

Tenant users, qty Subscriptions, qty

Street, City, State (Province), ZIP (Postal co Name Surname, email
Owner Name

Default domain name Tenant registration date
MM/DD/YYYY

Microsoft ID Tenant type

 
Total cost of all subscriptions, $



Tenant security information



Revealed pattern name
This block describes the identified risk factors that 
can harm the safety of the tenant.

Here are recommendations that can neutralize or 
reduce the threat to the safety of the tenant.

Security defaults status
Pay attention, your current Security defaults status is 
'inactive'.

To prevent fraudulent activities and protect the tenant, 
we recommend enabling this service. Expected effect 
of implementation is preventing growth of unexpected 
costs and preventing tenant data leakage

Subscription usage information

Revealed pattern name
This block analyzes the efficiency and completeness 
of subscription usage by the client's users. The 
analysis is carried out on the basis of rules that 
describe the logic of its implementation and the 
development of recommendations.

Here are recommendations aimed at optimizing the 
use of subscriptions.

90+ days blocked users with assigned licenses
X out of Y users with 'blocked' status for 90+ days 
have N of assigned licenses.

Please check the relevance of user statuses.
Possible solutions:
     •   if the status of a user from the list does not 
         change, we recommend canceling the licenses 
         assigned to him/her or reassigning them to other 
         users;
     •   if the user status is not relevant, we recommend 
         updating it.
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Dear Customer, we value the trust of our customers and strive to make their use of Microsoft products as efficient as 
possible. In this regard, we have prepared an analytical report on the state of your Tenant. Please take a look

Common information
Address Customer primary contact

Tenant users, qty Subscriptions, qty

Street, City, State (Province), ZIP (Postal co Name Surname, email
Owner Name

Default domain name Tenant registration date
MM/DD/YYYY

Microsoft ID Tenant type

 
Total cost of all subscriptions, $



Tenant security information



Revealed pattern name
This block describes the identified risk factors that 
can harm the safety of the tenant.

Here are recommendations that can neutralize or 
reduce the threat to the safety of the tenant.

Security defaults status
Pay attention, your current Security defaults status is 
'inactive'.

To prevent fraudulent activities and protect the tenant, 
we recommend enabling this service. Expected effect 
of implementation is preventing growth of unexpected 
costs and preventing tenant data leakage

Revealed pattern name
This block analyzes the efficiency and completeness 
of subscription usage by the client's users. The 
analysis is carried out on the basis of rules that 
describe the logic of its implementation and the 
development of recommendations.

Here are recommendations aimed at optimizing the 
use of subscriptions.

X out of Y users with 'blocked' status for 90+ days 
have N of assigned licenses.
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